In hard real-time systems, the problem of scheduling periodic tasks to meet their deadlines has been studied extensively, but scheduling aperiodic tasks has been addressed far less, due mainly to their uncertain arrivals. The main intent of this paper is to derive an approximate, closedform solution for the decentralized, dynamic load sharing (LS) problem treated in our early paper [l]. Based on the derived solutions, we show that the probability of missing task deadlines can be kept below any required level while minimizing the communication overhead resulting from task transfers and state-information collection. Specifically, "optimal" threshold patterns and buddy set sizes are derived for different system loads by minimizing the communication overhead subject to a constraint of keeping the probabdity of missing task deadlines below any given level. (One can also derive optimal solutions by minimizing the probability of missing deadlines while keeping the communication overhead below a specified level.)
Introduction
Failure to complete a real-time task before its deadline could cause a disastrous accident [2, 31. Red-time applications are composed of periodic and aperiodic tasks. Liu and Layland proved that scheduling tasks based on rate-monotonic priority assignment is optimal for independent periodic tasks in a single processor system [4] . They also derived an upper bound of processor utilization, below which all periodic tasks can be guaranteed to meet their deadlines. The problem of scheduling real-time tasks on multiprocessor/distributed systems is shown to be NP-hard [5] , thereby leading to the development of many heuristic approaches [6, 7, 8, 91 . Although some of these approaches, such as those in [i', 91, considered the possible arrival of aperiodic tasks, they assumed/implied that periodic tasks form the major portion of the task system.
Since aperiodic tasks arrive randomly, it is in general impossible to guarantee the completion of aperiodic tasks before their deadlines. As was pointed out in [lo, ll] , using the same scheduling algorithm for both periodic and aperiodic tasks can meet the deadlines of all periodic tasks, but cannot always meet the deadlines of aperiodic tasks. Keeping the probability of missing deadlines, called the probability of dynamic failure, Pdyn [2] , below a certain required level while minimizing the ensuing overhead is the only meaningful course to take for scheduling aperiodic tasks.
Scheduling both periodic and aperiodic tasks in real-time systems has not been treated extensively until recently. Ramamritham et al. proposed to combine local and global scheduling approaches in distributed systems for both periodic and aperiodic tasks [9] . In their approach, periodic tasks are assumed to be known a priori and can always be scheduled locally. On the other hand, an aperiodic task may arrive at a node at any time and will be scheduled locally on the node if its deadline can be met there; otherwise, the task will be transferred to a remote node, which is called global scheduling in [9] . If none of the remote nodes can guarantee the deadline of this aperiodic task, it will be rejected and may seriously affect the system performance. Three global scheduling policies, -called bidding, focused addressing, and flexible algorithms, were used to select a remote node for each aperiodic task which cannot be guaranteed locally. The simulated best acceptance ratio of aperiodic tasks achieved in [9] is 95 to 96% of the total arrived aperiodic tasks. However, the impact of the rejected tasks on the system performance was not analyzed in [9] .
In an early paper [ t o all the other nodes in its buddy set. Every node that receives this information will update its state information by eliminating the fully-loaded node from, or adding the underloaded node to, its ordered list (called a preferred list) of available receivers. An overloaded node can select, without probing other nodes, the first underloaded node in its preferred list and transfer a task to that node. Moreover, the buddy sets of the nodes in the same buddy set are not completely equal t o each other but heavily overlapped, thus allowing the surplus tasks in a buddy set to be shared system wide. Numerical solutions have indicated that this method allows (aperiodic) tasks to be completed before their deadlines with much higher probability than others.
As mentioned earlier, keeping P d y n below a given required level while minimizing the resultant overhead is the only course to take for scheduling aperiodic tasks. Particularly, we will show that a real-time system requiring P d y n to be as low as lo-' can be realized by using the LSMSCB. This is in sharp contrast t o the result reported in [9] where P d y n could be reduced a t best t o 4 or 5 %. However, the numerical solutions for QL used in [l] showed only a few examples and it is practically too tedious t o derive the numerical results for all threshold patterns and buddy set sizes. It is therefore important to derive a closed-form distribution of QL to characterize the behavior of a realtime system. Based on this closed-form distribution, 'optimal' threshold patterns and optimal buddy set sizes can be determined either by minimizing the communication overhead -such as the frequency of collecting state information and the number of task transfers -incurred by the LSMSCB while keeping P d y n below any required level, or by minimizing P d y n while keeping the communication cost below any given level. An upper bound of processor utilization can also be derived while reducing P d y n t o any given level, and more important, the processor utilization is significantly improved as compared to the results derived from an upper bound model in El].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. For the purpose of completeness, Section 2 reviews some relevant aspects of the LSMSCB [l] . The distribution of queue length is described as a function of threshold patterns and buddy set sizes in Section 3. Optimal threshold patterns and buddy set sizes are derived in Section 4. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 5 .
Description of LSMSCB
The design of hard real-time systems with a large number of aperiodic tasks by using LSMSCB is quite different from most of the existing approaches in the following sense. First, the tasks (external or transferred-in) arrived at each node are processed on a FCFS basis. If the deadline of an arrived task cannot be met locally, it will be transferred to some other node which can complete the task before its deadline. Since P d y n must be lowered as much as possible in real-time systems, the main issues of LSMSCB are how to define the load state of each node, how to collect state information, and how to redistribute loads among the nodes in the system, such that an overloaded node will locate an underloaded node to share its load with a high probability.
Buddy sets, preferred lists, and threshold patterns are the most important features proposed in [l] to achieve such a goal, and are discussed briefly here for completeness. The buddy set of a node is a set of nodes in its physical proximity. Since state information is exchanged only withiii a buddy set, the communication overhead is reduced to a constant from O ( N 2 ) , as compared with the case when state information is exchanged in the entire system with N nodes. In order to avoid more than one overloaded node "dumping" their loads on one underloaded node (coordination problem) or surplus tasks being confined in a hot region (congestion problem), the nodes in a buddy set are ordered as a preferred list such that each node will be selected as the kth preferred node by one and only one other node. It has been shown that the preferred lists proposed in [l] can effectively solve both the coordination and congestion problems [la, 131, thus meeting task deadlines with a high probability.
An embedded Markov chain is used to model the performance of LSMSCB. Since (average) QL is used to measure each node's workload, without loss of generality, one can assume (average) task execution time to be one unit of time. We will use the same notation as in [l] . 
Note that our previous paper [l] did not address how to derive a closed-form solution to the above equations; only numerical solutions for a few specific threshold patterns are derived there. However, it is essential to derive a closedform solution to Eq. (2) in order to determine optimal threshold patterns and optimal buddy set sizes, and to check whether or not the pre-specified P d y n can be attained. The main objective of the present paper is to address these issues.
Distribution of Queue Lengths
Eq. (2) cannot be solved in one step for the following two reasons. First, a * % in these equations depend on the task transfer-in rate, T , which in turn depends on qk'S. Second,
impossible to obtain the distribution of queue lengths in one step. Since the probability of QL > v is very small, Eq. (2) can be divided into two parts which are then solved separately: Qk'S for 0 5 k 5 v and qk'S for k > U.
3.1
Eq. (2) can be rewritten as: We now want to compute Q1 = AT'C. Since A1 is a lower triangular matrix, A;' will also be a lower triangular matrix. 
. Bk,,,,--l IT, and A2 is a ( k m a x -l ) x ( k m a X -l )
lower triangular matrix if vo is set to zero. The inverse of A2 is calculated using the perturbation approach as shown below.
Calculation of AY1
Let A; be the original matrix and A2 be the matrix after setting vo to zero. Since A2 is a lower triangular matrix, AT' can be easily computed as follows. Let a,,3 denote the nonzero ( 2 , j ) t h element of AT1, then (1 VI)^
(1 -Finally, the distribution of queue length can be calculated as:
In most calculations, Q; converges to a fixed constant after two to three iterations, it is not necessary to invert ( I -AT16A2) in Eq. (9) . Combining Eqs. (6) to (9) , the distribution of queue length can be derived for any threshold patterns.
Approximation Accuracy
Before solving Eqs. (6) to (9) , w and E'S need to be derived, where w is the combined task arrival rate and E'S are related to the buddy set sizes. where
-E
The variation of r will in turn affect the distribution of queue length. As an example, the changes of r and queue length are studied for the threshold pattern U = 1, f = 2, v = 3 with buddy set size 10 and system load p = 0.8. As shown in Table 1 As shown in Fig. 1 , in most cases, the QL derived from the closed-form equations is closer to the true (simulation) result and is also consistent with the results calculated numerically. The QL derived from the numerical method is always smaller than the closed-form result, because some of the high-order coefficients were ignored in the numerical method due to the use of restricted matrix size.
Since Pdyn depends on the system utilization and task deadlines, there are upper bounds of system utilization and deadlines for any given value of Pdyn, denoted by PL;;,. For example, as shown in Fig. 2 , both threshold patterns '1 2 3'
and '2 4 5' failed to meet the specification if P&,, = lo-' and deadline D < 5 with system load higher than 0.5. On the other hand, to ensure Pdyn 5 Prfyn even with system load = 0.9, the task deadlines must be greater than 12.
Due to the nature of LSMSCB, minimizing Pdyn will increase the communication overhead. The communication cost, denoted by C, , , , , , includes the overheads associated with task transfers and state-information collection. The cost of collecting state information is determined by the product of the frequency of state change (fsc) and the size of buddy set (c). The task transfer cost ( p ) can be controlled by adjusting TH,; a higher T H , will lower p. For example, minimizing CCom can be achieved by reducing the frequency of state change, the buddy set size, or the task transfer rate. The frequency of state change can be reduced by increasing the difference between T H , and T H f .
A small buddy set size will reduce the cost for collecting state information, but will increase Pdyn. The task transfer rate can be reduced by increasing TH,. However, Pdrn will generally increase with any attempt to reduce C , , , . Thus, the primary goal in the design of an optimal LSM-SCB is either to ensure the system's Pdyn t o be lower than PJyn while minimizing the communication cost, or to minimize Pdyn while keeping the communication cost below a pre-specified level, C,'o,.
The problem of optimizing LSMSCB is formally stated as follows.
Optimal LSMSCB1: Minimize Ccom = a f s c + p subject to Pdyn 5 P:yn. Optimal LSMSCBS: Minimize Pdyn subject to Ccom 5 C:om.
From [l] , we know that fsc is equal to the total number, T , of arriving tasks times the probability, P,,, of state change. Pdyn can be computed as q k , where D is the given task deadline [a] . The closed-form equations can be used to derive the optimal threshold patterns and buddy set sizes for both the minimization problems.
Since Pdyn and Ccom are determined by the threshold pattern and buddy set size used, the optimal threshold pattern and buddy set size can be found by an exhaustive search.
In such a case, the search complexity is O ( D 3 N ) , where Pdyn approaches a constant when system load is 0.7, but it may even increase with the increase of buddy set size when system load is higher than 0.9. Nonetheless, buddy sets of larger than 20 nodes will only reduce Pdyn infinitesimally, and cannot offset the increasing cost of state-change broadcasts. Since any of these attempts will increase Pdyn, once the constraint cannot be satisfied, the minimizing procedure must terminate. LSMSCB2 is solved by increasing T H , and buddy set sizes until the constraint cannot be satisfied.
Many important, useful results are drawn from the above optimization process. First, the minimum achievable P d y n with no constraint on C,,, is given in Fig. 4 . The results show that Pdyn can be reduced to below when D > 7 and A = 0.8. In most cases, Pdyn can be easily reduced to below
The next figure shows the minimum achievable Pdyn subject to the constraint C,,, 5 C:, , . The cost shown in Fig. 5 is normalized to the total number of arrived tasks on a node, so C,,, = 1.0 means that one control message will be generated per task arrival. Another important result found in the derived optimal threshold pattern and buddy set is that the system utilizat,ion is significantly increased, as compared to the results calculated based on the upper bound model in [l] . For example, as shown in Fig. 7 , the external task arrival rate is increased from 0.3, 0.06, 0.03 (from Fig. 9 of [l] Table 3 . This table is useful in the design of real-time systems for the following reasons. First, the system can be easily verified if it can meet the specification. The empty entries indicate the nonexistence of such a system. Second, a solution can always be found under any given D and Piyn if such a solution exists. Third, an existing solution is optimal in the sense that the system constraint is satisfied and the communication cost is minimized.
Conclusion
Two major problems associated with load sharing in distributed real-time systems are addressed. First, an approximate closed-form expression for the distribution of queue length in LSMSCB is derived. Second, using this distribution, optimal threshold patterns and optimal buddy set sizes, if any, can be found for any given deadline and P&. In most cases Pdyn can be reduced t o below lo-' at a reasonable cost for a wide range of system load. Hence, LSMSCB allows us to realize the real-time systems with a large number of aperiodic tasks.
LSMSCB reveals an interesting departure from many existing approaches which attempt to modify/generalize the scheduling algorithms designed for periodic tasks to the case of aperiodic tasks. Instead of trying to design a complex scheduling algorithm to guarantee aperiodic tasks, task arrivals at each node are processed on a FCFS basis for LSMSCB, thus making the scheduling complexity O(1). However, if a node cannot meet the deadline of some tasks, it will transfer these tasks to the nodes in its buddy set for execution, thus utilizing the 'combined' processing power of all nodes in the system. Both simulation and analytical results support that LSMSCB is very efficient for scheduling aperiodic tasks. 
